Next Generation
W|ECO® Arrow Board
A different arrow board design improves usability and safety.

- Easier deployment with telescoping mast
- Display panel rotates freely, 360 degrees
- Provides a clear view of road workers
- Better towing with lower center of gravity

Designed for better usability and improved manufacturing, the new W|ECO® Arrow Boards feature a power and control system built into the display panel. This allows the arrow board to be rotated a full 360 degrees. The board is fully adjustable without moving the trailer.

A hand-operated winch allows one person to raise and lower the display panel. The arrow board can operate at any height. Because a single mast supports the display, people and objects behind the arrow board are much more visible than with traditional arrow boards, which obscure the view behind them. This improvement ensures greater safety for crews in the work zone.

In the travel position, the new arrow board has a lower center of gravity than other arrow boards, greatly improving stability during transport. A locking pin and transport cradle locks the display panel firmly in place. The arrow board remains upright at all times.

To place an order or for more information, contact us at 800.972.0755 or visit wanco.com.